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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN FUTURE FUND AMENDMENT 
(FUTURE HEALTH RESEARCH AND INNOVATION FUND) BILL 2019 

Committee 
The Deputy Chair of Committees (Hon Robin Chapple) in the chair; Hon Alanna Clohesy (Parliamentary Secretary) 
in charge of the bill. 
Clause 1: Short title — 
Hon MARTIN ALDRIDGE: I take the parliamentary secretary to the Minister for Health’s media statement of 
May 2019, in which the minister, in conjunction with the Premier, claimed — 

An additional $52 million will be allocated to ramp up over a three-year period, from 2020–21 to 2022–23, 
significantly increasing investment to a total of $126.6 million over the next four years, transforming 
Western Australia into a leader in medical research and innovation. 

Could the parliamentary secretary break down that $52 million over that three-year period claimed in the minister’s 
media statement and relate that back to the research funding that is ordinarily applied by the Department of Health? 
Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: Of the $52 million announced in the budget, $37 million constitutes new research 
and $15 million constitutes existing programs. 
Hon MARTIN ALDRIDGE: So $37 million is for new research and $15 million is for existing programs. I assume 
that that relates to the next three years, so starting from the next financial year, 1 July—we are pretty close to that 
now—is that $52 million, because the media statement claims that it is an additional $52 million? Given that we 
have a baseline of state investment of $20 million a year in health research funding, how can it be additional 
money? One would assume it is additional to what the state is already spending. The claim is that the government’s 
innovation with this bill is that it will invest an additional $52 million, so one would think that is $52 million over 
three years on top of the $60 million that it would have ordinarily invested; is that not the case? 
Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: This had to be provisioned in advance, which is why it was presented in that way. 
Of the $52 million, approximately $37 million will be used for new research and approximately $5 million will be 
used for existing costs, which includes research. I undertake overnight to get the member a table that will explain 
more clearly than words do what proportion of the funding will be used for new research and what will be used 
for existing research and other resourcing. 
Hon MARTIN ALDRIDGE: That would be helpful because I am thoroughly confused by all the figures I have 
been given. For example, I think I was just told in answer to my first question that it is $37 million in new research 
and $15 million in existing programs; at least that equals $52 million. But now I have a figure of $37 million and 
$5 million, which does not equal $52 million. That would be beneficial. I do not want to misquote the parliamentary 
secretary—I do not have the benefit of Hansard yet—but I thought the parliamentary secretary said in the second 
reading reply that the Department of Health would meet all costs of contracts and grants agreed to prior to the 
formation of the Western Australian future health research and innovation account. If that is what she said—I will 
check Hansard overnight—how does that reconcile with the statement that she just made to the chamber that 
$5 million of the $52 million will go to existing research? 
Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: That was said in the second reading speech. The pre-existing grants are in addition 
to the $52 million. 
Hon MARTIN ALDRIDGE: The pre-existing grants are in addition to the $52 million, but am I correct in 
assuming that they will still be funded by the FHRI account? I thought that the commitment that was made was that 
the Department of Health will fund the existing commitments to medical research, and the FHRI account will be 
used for new research, consistent with the parliamentary secretary’s second reading speech in this place. 
Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: I have talked about existing commitments. We are funding only existing research 
until the contract ends for each; after that, it will be a new arrangement that will need to meet the priorities under 
this bill. 

Hon MARTIN ALDRIDGE: That $5 million is just to see out the existing research grants or research contracts, 
and, once they come to an end, that is it as far as the government is concerned. That $5 million or $15 million, 
whichever it is, will be funded from the FHRI account. It will not be funded from the consolidated fund. Is that right? 

Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: Would the honourable member just repeat what he has summarised, please, and how 
he interprets it, keeping in mind that he is reading from the budget papers as distinct from that which has been 
developed further? 

Hon MARTIN ALDRIDGE: If I understand correctly, I have just been told that $5 million is the state’s liability 
to existing contracts or research grants, or whatever it is. That will be washed out, and then anything new will be 
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subject to this new regime in the bill. I just want to confirm, first, that that $5 million is one figure and, secondly, 
that the funds, instead of flowing from the consolidated fund, will flow from the FHRI account from 1 July? 

Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: The confusion might have arisen over the $5 million and the $15 million. The 
amount of $5 million per year from 2020–21 to 2023–24 is $15 million. 

Hon MARTIN ALDRIDGE: What were those figures again? Would the parliamentary secretary repeat those figures? 

Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: The figure from 2020–21 to 2023–24 equals $15 million. This is to pay for new rounds 
of existing Department of Health programs, existing arrangements—that is, grants and contracts already made. 
This will be paid by the Department of Health, not from the FHRI account. 

Hon NICK GOIRAN: What is the sum of those existing arrangements? 

Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: I do not have the detail of how that will be expended, but it is estimated to be in the 
low millions—$3 million to $4 million. 

Hon NICK GOIRAN: The exact figure is not important at this stage, but I take it that there is approximately 
$3 million to $4 million per annum of arrangements for health research and innovation that is being paid by Health 
per year, and that will continue over the next three years? 

Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: That is not per year. That is the total amount, and only until it is fully acquitted. 

Hon NICK GOIRAN: What is the sum of money at the moment that the Western Australian government expends 
on health research and innovation? 

Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: In the 2018–19 financial year, approximately $20 million was expended, as in the 
2017–18 financial year. 

Hon NICK GOIRAN: That answer from the parliamentary secretary helps. For the purpose of this exercise and 
to get to the bottom of the questioning started by Hon Martin Aldridge, let us use $20 million as the baseline figure. 
As an approximate figure, Western Australian governments spend around $20 million a year on health research 
and innovation. Returning to the media release of 9 May 2019 in which the Minister for Health and the Premier 
referred to an additional $52 million over three years, the question is: is that $52 million in addition to the $60 million 
that would normally be spent over that three-year period? We have just agreed that $20 million is spent each year. 
Over three years that will be $60 million. Is this $52 million in addition to the $60 million? This will get to the 
bottom of the cost shifting concern. 

Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: These are estimates only. It will be approximately $18 million to $19 million, plus 
the $52 million a year. 

Hon Nick Goiran: The $52 million was over three years. 

Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: Just to be very clear, the $18 million to $19 million is per year. Because they are 
estimates, we do not want to add up to get a total figure, but the $52 million is over three years. 

Hon NICK GOIRAN: As I understand it, the government is telling the chamber that there will be an estimated—
appreciating that we are dealing with estimates only—$52 million of new additional money that goes into the pool 
of health research and innovation. That $52 million over three years is approximately $17 million a year. That 
$17 million a year is in addition to the existing $20 million a year that the government ordinarily spends. In round 
terms, health researchers can expect that approximately $37 million will be available per year; would that be right? 

Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: It would not be fair to say that that would be the amount available per year, even 
though that evens out across the forward estimates because the funding ramps up over time, so it does not divide 
evenly across the forward estimates. It also depends on the commitments that are made in the first year that will 
have an implication on the forward estimates. 

Hon NICK GOIRAN: I am happy with that. The point is that over the three-year period, $52 million of genuinely 
authentic additional money will be added to the pool in addition to the $60 million that will be spent. If we look at 
the budget papers at some later point, it would be reasonable to expect that $60 million plus $52 million—in other 
words, $112 million—would be spent over that three years, accepting that it may not be evenly spread between 
the three years. Is that right? 

Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: That is the intent, but we also want to make sure that we have programs that meet 
the priorities, so it is a balancing act. Certainly, it is the intent. 

Hon NICK GOIRAN: If that is the intent, I think that we can at least be satisfied that when the media release 
refers to an additional $52 million, it is genuinely talking about an additional $52 million and this is not an exercise 
in cost shifting. Having said that, I refer members to an article in The West Australian prior to the election that 
reported that interest generated by the fund, amounting to about $35 million a year, would be made available for 
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research. That would be $105 million over a three-year period—a very much larger figure than the $52 million that 
is referred to in the media release. Why the difference? Why has the government decided that over a three-year 
period, $52 million would be the appropriate figure and not $105 million, as foreshadowed prior to the election? 

Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: It is the intent and it is anticipated that after the forward estimates, that might be what 
is available; however, we are being fiscally responsible and this is the money that is currently associated with the 
bill, and we do not want to suggest that anything further is available at this stage.  

Hon NICK GOIRAN: What is the interest generated by the fund at the moment? 

Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: Apparently it is approximately $40 million per annum. In 2018–19, for example, 
$46 964 056 was the actual interest. 

Hon NICK GOIRAN: Help me understand. If the fund is getting in recent times a ballpark figure of $46 million 
interest a year, accepting that interest rates will change and it will not necessarily be a guaranteed $46 million 
every year, why is the government saying that it will only send $52 million over three years towards this purpose? 

Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: It is a combination of being fiscally responsible and having a mitigation strategy. We 
may not get that level of interest over the forward estimates, plus we do not want to spend all that money straightaway. 
There will be a ramping up period. Just because the money is there does not necessarily mean that we will have to 
spend it. We are trying to be fiscally responsible. 

Hon NICK GOIRAN: I guess, parliamentary secretary, that that will be very disappointing to researchers. Prior 
to the election, the then opposition leader, now the Premier, was happy to stand next to researchers, have his photo 
taken and indicate to everybody that he was making this commitment. I applaud the government for bringing in 
this bill to fulfil its election commitment. Prior to the election, that is what it said it was going to do, and it is quite 
right that it should do it now. It will be very disappointing to the researchers who would have been told, as per this 
article prior to this election, that about $35 million a year of interest is being generated. No doubt that was true at 
the time. Now we find out that $46 million interest is being generated a year, but the government is willing to give 
researchers only approximately $17 million a year, which is a lot less than $46 million. If we are talking in round 
terms, it means that we are short-changing health research and innovation to the tune of $30 million a year. I do 
not think that that was understood by the researchers at the time. I would have thought that even on the figures 
pushed out by the government in the media release of May last year, most researchers would have been expecting 
some $37 million a year to be spent. They would have understood that there is the existing $20 million being spent, 
and then they would have said, “Great, the government is committing to another $52 million over three years. That 
is approximately $17 million a year.” For the reasons that have been outlined by the parliamentary secretary, it is 
now clear that that will be a ramping up process. That is fine. I do not necessarily criticise the government for that, 
albeit it is not really clear why it is necessary to do that. If $46 million a year is coming in, why will the government 
not provide at least $17 million of that in the first year? Why not provide more? In fact, why not provide the 
$35 million that everyone was anticipating when the announcement was made prior to the election? That is not 
clear at all. I guess the question I have for the parliamentary secretary is that this was information that was provided 
in the media release of 9 May 2019. We are now at 17 March 2020; has anything changed in that time? Is it still 
the case that in the first three years of operation, the government intends to allocate an additional $52 million? 
Does that remain the case, or has there been any adjustment since that time due to various market conditions and 
the like? Perhaps the parliamentary secretary could indicate to us the intended amount to be made available in the 
first year. 

Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: As I said before, to begin with, the allocations will be ramping up to not only ensure 
that the sector can use the funding well, but also build capacity within the sector. It is also important to note that 
any unspent money will be kept in the account so that it can be used in future years. It is building up to allow for 
greater capacity in the future. The account will still receive approximately $40 million per annum, depending on 
interest rates, conditions et cetera, and that will be held to prioritise programs that meet the criteria or priorities as 
set out. For 2020–21, an estimated $24 585 000 of funding from the future health research and innovation fund 
account will be available to support research and innovation. 

Hon MARTIN ALDRIDGE: I think I just heard the parliamentary secretary say that the earnings on the 
Western Australian Future Fund account in 2018–19 were in the order of $46 million. It was quite a precise figure. 
I do not dispute that figure, but I draw her attention to the Government Mid-year Financial Projections Statement 
for 2019–20—this financial year. It is only projecting earnings this financial year of $36 million, some $10 million 
less than last financial year, despite the fact that the fund grew last financial year by a total receipt of $98 million. 
It grew from $1.215 billion to a closing balance of $1.313 billion. Despite that growth of $98 million in the total value 
of the fund, based on the figure that the parliamentary secretary just gave us, the earnings are actually $10 million 
less. Is that accurate? 
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Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: As the member would be aware, an interest rate decline is the explanation for the 
difference. In addition, it would be fair to say that Treasury is conservative in its forecasting. For example, the forecast 
for the $46 million actual was approximately $41 million. In that sense, Treasury’s forecasting was conservative, 
and there was also a decline in interest rates. 
Hon MARTIN ALDRIDGE: I suspected that the parliamentary secretary’s answer would go to that. It surprises 
me that there is such significant variation from one year to the next if these Treasury projections come true. In 
rough terms, that is a 20 per cent decline in earnings from year to year. Given the current economic circumstances, 
it may even be starker than what Treasury projected in December for this financial year and, indeed, next financial 
year and the forward estimates. 
The contradiction that I want to touch on now is the narrative that is established in the second reading speech and 
the government rhetoric is that this legislation is about creating certainty for medical research in Western Australia 
by repurposing the Western Australian Future Fund. The way that we are hypothecating money into this account, 
does it not actually create greater volatility? If we are talking about long-term grants and contracts to conduct medical 
research, which might go over many years, if not decades, and if we have such fluctuation in earnings, is there not 
a risk to researchers or will the state always honour its agreements, despite the fact that it may not have the money 
to do it? The alternative is to do what we do now, which is use the consolidated revenue fund to fund research. It 
is a steady amount. As we have seen over the last four, five or six years, that baseline of $20 million has remained 
fairly steady. Are we not creating a level of volatility if not for the research sector, for government in terms of 
overcommitting or under-committing ourselves and then finding that the earnings drastically change year to year? 
Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: That is why we have in place the mitigation strategy of building up or ramping up 
instead of expending straightaway. That in itself demonstrates prudent measures in the management of that fund 
and provides certainty for the sector. 
Hon MARTIN ALDRIDGE: Those underspends each financial year will create a bit of a safety net within the 
account. There may be provisions in this bill, if I am not mistaken, that allow the Treasurer and the Minister for 
Health to agree to transfer money from the account to the fund. That safety net could disappear when the Treasurer 
decides he wants some of his money back. I guess this is a bit like the Construction Training Fund. We hypothecate 
an amount of money, and we have to deal with the ebb and flow of the earnings. Not expending all the money each 
year is a reasonable strategy to try to smooth out the long-term certainty of money flowing from the $35 million 
to $45 million annual earnings. That is just a comment. 
I have been given a document that appears to have been authored by the Departments of Health and Treasury. 
It shows funding from the account to support research and innovation over the next three financial years. For 
2020–21, the funding is $24.585 million, which the parliamentary secretary quoted. For 2021–22, the funding 
is $31.310 million. For 2022–23, the funding is $36.510 million. On my addition, those three values equal 
$92.405 million in expenditure from the future health research and innovation account over the next three financial 
years to support research and innovation. I know that the parliamentary secretary said that she will take this away 
overnight and seek clarity on some of these numbers. The media statement suggests that an additional $52 million 
will be allocated. Could that be a typographical error? If we consider those three years, we have that baseline of 
$20 million a year, so that is $60 million. Therefore, the difference between $92 million and $60 million is 
$32 million. Could it be the case that the claim that an additional $52 million will be allocated to ramp up over 
a three-year period is more likely to be $32 million and in the heat of issuing 5 634 media statements on budget 
day, this statement could have been made in error? 
Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: The table that the honourable member was referring to, which was a response to 
questions that he asked in the briefing, is just the table that relates to funding from the FHRI account. It does not 
include commitments from the Department of Health. That will be made clearer when I ask the team to bring back 
a table that describes how each of the amounts are allocated.  
Hon MARTIN ALDRIDGE: I appreciate that the parliamentary secretary is answering questions in a representative 
capacity and that it is probably difficult to reconcile all the things that are happening at the table. 
Hon Nick Goiran asked some questions about existing research funding. There is talk about a baseline of $20 million. 
From 1 July this year, the $20 million in consolidated funding for the Department of Health in the name of medical 
research will cease and the future health research and innovation fund will commence, fully funding all the 
department’s medical research and innovation commitments. Is that assumption correct? 
Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: Almost all the Department of Health’s research and innovation funding will come 
under the same funding framework, including existing programs previously funded by the Department of Health. 
This approach will make sure that all research funding is subject to consistent standards and, importantly, that there 
is a level playing field. It is almost all at this stage. 
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Hon MARTIN ALDRIDGE: Once we get clarity about the transition from the existing arrangements to the new 
arrangements and the existing contracts and grants to the new contracts and grants, it might become clearer to all 
of us. 
While we are on this issue, during my second reading contribution I said that the height of research funding was 
in the 2016–17 budget with $21 million. It fell to $20 million in the new government’s first budget, so a $1 million 
reduction, and it again fell by another $1 million in the 2019–20 budget. There have been two budget cuts to 
medical research funding since the government came to power. Why is that the case, given the government’s 
mantra to turbocharge and increase investment in medical research and innovation? 
Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: The figures that the member quoted are not budget amounts; rather, they are the 
actual expenditure. The amounts going out vary over years, so some years the amount will be greater or lesser in 
the actual expenditure, as distinct from the budget. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: I refer to the tender that was awarded on 15 February 2018 for the baseline review of the 
Western Australian health research and innovation fund. Has the baseline review been completed? 
Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: Yes, it was completed late 2018–early 2019. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Will the findings of the baseline review be tabled? 
Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: I will seek the Minister for Health’s advice and consider tabling it. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: I understand that the future health research and innovation fund was one element of an 
election commitment on innovation and medical research, with the other aspects being, first, a cancer research 
plan to improve cancer research and treatment over the next decade and, second, that WA Labor would create an 
innovation hub at Royal Perth Hospital and provide collaborative accommodation and services to start up and 
establish medical innovation research companies linked to other states and regional medical technology. To what 
extent does this bill deliver on those promises? 
Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: They are separate. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: What work has been done on delivering those promises? 
Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: It would be easier to address those questions outside the context of this bill. This bill 
seeks to establish the fund, which was one of those commitments. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: During the briefing on the bill, I was told that two policy documents were being developed, 
a strategy document and a priorities document. Does the strategy document align with the “Medical Research 
Future Fund: Australian Medical Research and Innovation Strategy 2016–2021”, which was prepared by the 
Australian Medical Research Advisory Board? 
Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: It is cognisant of the commonwealth plan, but our strategy is for WA, not Australia. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Does that imply that there are significant differences between the two that would mean 
they are not in alignment? 
Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: The strategy is yet to be finalised and, of course, has not been considered by the 
minister at this stage because it is still being finalised. But in general terms, we have not sought to align them line 
by line, but to pick out synergies between the commonwealth and the WA strategy. The future health research and 
innovation fund will try to work with the commonwealth fund where it meets the WA research objectives. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: The parliamentary secretary mentioned that the strategy is yet to be finalised, so what is 
the status of that document at the moment? How progressed is it? Is it imminently ready to be finalised? Is there 
still a lot of work to be done? Is it a blank sheet of paper? What is the current status? 
Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: It is still under development, but all the consultation work has been completed. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: The consultation has occurred. Has the drafting of the strategy document begun? 
Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: Positions have not been finalised based on the consultation. It is still at that 
development stage. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: I understand that to mean that the consultation has occurred, positions have not been 
finalised and no drafting has commenced at this stage. What is the anticipated time frame to get to the point at 
which the strategy has been drafted and is in a position to be submitted to the minister? 
Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: As I understand the process, from here, the final draft will be considered by the 
minister and will go to cabinet. I would not like to estimate the time line right now. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Can the advisory group commence its work in the absence of the strategy being available? 
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Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: The function of the advisory group is contained in proposed section 4F, and that is 
to provide any advice or other assistance to the Minister for Health. At this stage, the advisory group concept is 
being developed in tandem with the strategy, but it depends on whether this bill is successful. Once this bill has 
been considered by Parliament, the implementation of the bill, which would include the development of the advisory 
group, would begin. Therefore, not much has gone on in that sense because we cannot do much if the Parliament 
has not passed the bill. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: I understand that it will take some time for those things to take place, but, at that point in 
time, imagine for a moment that the minister has appointed the advisory group members and they are raring to 
go—itching to go. Are they able to start their work in the absence of a strategy document having been approved 
by the cabinet? Is that something that they require before they begin or can they begin in the absence of it? 
Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: If the strategy is not available, they could still start work on other things—for 
example, commenting on priorities.  
Hon NICK GOIRAN: I note that the bill is restricted to medical innovation and research. Did the government consider 
extending that to other things—for example, agricultural research, environmental research or other types of research? 
Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: As far as I am aware, no, because this bill is about health and medical research.  
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Is there provision in the bill for the commercialisation of the research and innovation; and, 
if not, why not? 
Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: I assume the honourable member is talking about the election commitment on that. 
The election commitment highlighted two streams of funding: one for health and medical research, and one for 
health and medical innovation and commercialisation. The priorities to be developed by the advisory group will 
reflect that; therefore, commercialisation is one of the considerations. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: There are some recognised challenges in boosting commercial returns from research. What 
does the government plan to do to support this translation of the research into commercial and financial returns for 
Western Australia? 
Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: That will be work for the advisory group and, as such, does not need to be set out in 
the legislation. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: To be clear, one of the roles of the advisory group would be to work out ways in which to 
boost the commercial returns from the research that the fund is funding? 
Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: The advisory group would provide advice on the challenges and opportunities of 
commercialisation for Western Australia, but it would not necessarily say how that commercialisation should be 
done. Another role might be to provide advice on funding of medical research commercialisation. 
Hon MARTIN ALDRIDGE: Just on this line of questioning, is it ordinarily the case that the funding agreements 
for medical research that the state is currently funding provide for a commercial return to the state if there is success 
arising from that research; and, if that is the case, who will be the beneficiary of that commercial return under this 
arrangement? Will it be the consolidated fund or the future health research and innovation account? 
Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: It will depend on the contract, contract to contract. Under proposed section 4B(2)(b), 
the money may be credited to the FHRI account, but it will depend on a case-by-case basis. 
Hon MARTIN ALDRIDGE: Proposed section 4B(2); all right, I will look that up. Who will make that decision? 
Would that be a feature of the funding agreement, or would that be a decision of government when it decides how 
big the return is going to be? 
Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: Currently, we do not want to be too prescriptive about that, because it could limit 
the potential of the types of proposals. There is no broad policy decision on that, so it will remain dependent on 
what is negotiated project by project.  
Hon NICK GOIRAN: What clauses of the bill will ensure that the advisory group is independent of government? 
Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: That independence is contained in the governance framework. For example, it is 
intended that the chair of the advisory group will be independent of government. Also, the two government nominees, 
who are the CEOs to the council, are non-voting members. That is a measure of independence. The governance 
framework is also clear that the minister cannot direct or advise the council as to the priorities for the fund. That 
is another measure of independence. In addition, proposed section 4G(5) includes that the chairperson and the CEO 
are non-voting members. That component is in the bill. Also, the CEO cannot be the chair. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: That is helpful. I flag this now at clause 1, but we can explore it a little more when we get to 
clause 9. The sections that the parliamentary secretary referred to are indeed helpful, but I refer the parliamentary 
secretary to page 12 of the bill and proposed section 4G(1)(b), which states — 

is eligible for reappointment; 
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I want to flag this now with the parliamentary secretary for consideration by the minister. One thing the government 
might want to contemplate and consider to give true independence to this advisory group is whether it is appropriate 
that they be available for reappointment. The problem with reappointments is that people like to ingratiate themselves 
with the government of the day, whoever is in government, to ensure that they get reappointed. The beauty of 
not being eligible for reappointment is that a person with a five-year term can do that job on the advisory group 
for five years, giving the government advice in a full and frank manner, expecting no favours or reappointment in 
return. I want to flag that with the parliamentary secretary as one way in which the bill potentially could be improved 
to give authentic independence to the advisory group. We can explore that further when we get to that particular 
clause. In the same way, parliamentary secretary, are there any clauses in the bill that would ensure that the minister 
is obligated to have due regard to the advisory group’s recommendations? 
Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: No, there is nothing in the bill that does that. However, the governance framework 
sets that out, particularly in relation to the strategies and the priorities. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: I give notice now, while we are on clause 1, that that is something I would like to explore 
when we get to clause 9. Can we improve the bill by enshrining a small amendment that mandates that the minister 
would have to have due regard to the advisory group’s recommendations? The purpose of that would be simply to 
elevate the seriousness of the advisory group’s role. In conjunction with my earlier suggestion, we could have 
a group of independent experts saying to the advisory group, “You’ve got five years. Do your job properly. Give 
frank advice to the minister of the day. Make your recommendations and the minister will have due regard for 
them.” I will leave it there and give notice of further exploration of that at clause 9. If the government and its 
advisers could give serious consideration to that before we get to clause 9, and potentially even look at drafting 
small amendments to facilitate that, it would expedite the process when we get to clause 9. 
My last point on this theme, parliamentary secretary, is that I cannot find anywhere in the bill where the minister 
would have to give an account to Parliament or to anybody else—some public reporting mechanism—in the event 
that he or she decides not to proceed with one of the advisory group’s recommendations. Again, these are 
suggestions for ways in which we could lift the independence of the advisory group. I ask that that be given some 
consideration as we progress towards clause 9. 
I will move to a different topic. I refer to the document entitled “Western Australian FHRI Fund Governance 
Framework”, which I think the parliamentary secretary possibly may have tabled at some stage. 
Hon Alanna Clohesy: It has been tabled in both houses. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: I found part (b) of the definition of “innovation” in that governance framework intriguing. 
The definition at part (b) is inclusive of — 

the development and delivery of new or improved health policies, systems, and services and delivery 
methods that seek to improve people’s health. 

Upon reading that, it struck me that that seems to be something that would routinely be part of the ordinary health 
budget. This goes to my and Hon Martin Aldridge’s earlier line of questioning; we want to make sure that no cost 
shifting will be going on here. To what extent is the definition of innovation at part (b) of the governance framework 
something that the government is already funding? 
Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: It is because that is the whole concept of innovation—it is about the possibilities of 
new research, and taking hold of the opportunities that might arise from that new research. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Yes, but is that not something that the government is routinely funding anyway? 
Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: This new fund will create new capacity for research that has not been undertaken. These 
are just examples, but it might be doing more cross-jurisdictional work, working more closely with international 
sources and bringing those sources, particularly partnerships and funding, to Western Australia to create new 
pathways. But, more than that, it is being done in a coordinated way, to a strategy that is currently under development, 
not piecemeal research being undertaken at a cross-HSB level. So it lifts it much higher than that, and in a more 
coordinated way. 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: Earlier we established that it is indeed the government’s intention to provide funding over 
and above the existing allocation for health research and innovation. Would the government consider amending 
the bill so as to enshrine that intention—in other words, to require that the moneys provided are indeed in addition 
to the current level of recurrent expenditure provided for research and innovation? 
Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: It would not be usual for budget considerations to be included in legislation, so in 
that sense it would not be up for consideration. I also point out that the purpose of the legislation is to provide the 
accumulation from a portion of revenue from the future fund, so separate from the consolidated accounts anyway, 
and that is the point of difference. 
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Hon NICK GOIRAN: It is the point of difference, but I know there is concern within the research community that 
in time that is the only money it will end up with, so the money that arrives by the account and the fund will be it with 
regard to health research and innovation. There will not be money coming from the consolidated account, and it seems 
nothing in this bill enshrines that. If it was to be enshrined, what would be the appropriate clause for that to be done? 
Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: That is a hypothetical question and I would be unable to answer, given the 
government has not committed to pursuing what the member suggests. 

Hon NICK GOIRAN: There is one last question from me at this time about the tabled framework document we 
discussed earlier. It refers to the FHRI fund increasing WA’s ability for research-enabling infrastructure. What is 
an example of research-enabling infrastructure, and why is the existing infrastructure deemed inadequate for 
enabling research?  
Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: An example of research-enabling infrastructure might be a new medical imaging 
instrument. There could be capacity for the state to enhance the present imaging instruments for research so that 
they are even more state-of-the-art. 
Hon MARTIN ALDRIDGE: I raised a couple of matters in my contribution to the second reading debate and 
I directly quoted from the Labor Party policy “Future Health Research and Innovation” from the last election. 
One goes to tax deductibility. The policy statement claims that it will maintain the position that contributions for 
health and medical research would be preserved through the arrangement of establishing the future health research 
and innovation account. Is that the case with regard to the structure that will be established with the passage of this 
bill, because, I probably do not have my finger on them at the moment, but there are provisions in the bill for 
contributions to be made. I think it might be that 4B(2)(b) provision that the parliamentary secretary cited earlier. 
If there was a philanthropic contribution, or a contribution of another kind from a third party external to government, 
would that tax deductibility status still apply in the circumstances envisaged under this bill? 
Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: The proposed structure for the FHRI fund and the FHRI account will not provide 
that to tax deductibility for donations from private entities, but in practice many potential organisations that might 
want to contribute research or innovation funding to the FHRI account, such as charitable organisations, will not 
be motivated by tax deductibility for their contributions; they will be motivated by other reasons. As the member 
pointed out, the legislation will allow for these donations to be created under proposed section 4B(2)(b) and that 
will allow the account to be credited with any money lawfully made available to the account. There is also a similar 
provision in proposed new section 8(c) for the fund as well as the account. 
Hon MARTIN ALDRIDGE: That is obviously a departure from this policy position, but in any event, external 
parties would probably not make contributions to the state, would they, unless the state was somehow directly 
involved in the research undertaking. I am trying to think why a business on the terrace would want to contribute 
$10 million to research a particular matter and funnel that money through a state funding account, which is literally 
just money in, money out. They would probably be more likely to go to the research body itself, whether it is 
a university or a foundation, or whatever its structure, and therefore the tax deductibility would be relevant to the 
organisation that they are donating to. Is that reasonable? 
Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: As I mentioned, tax deductibility may not be the motivator. They may want to, for 
example, co-fund some new research or other innovation that would bring other benefits to the private entity.  
Hon MARTIN ALDRIDGE: I take the parliamentary secretary’s point, but if a millionaire is looking to unload 
some cash, tax deductibility usually comes into consideration. 
Hon Darren West: Is that what you do? 
Hon MARTIN ALDRIDGE: That is a problem that I will not have, Hon Darren West. 
The other aspect of this paper is that it states — 

An Actuarial Board of accomplished individuals will be established to oversee the HIR Fund. The role of 
the Board will be to manage the fund and to allocate funding to projects based on the results of the high 
level competitive peer review process. There will be some flexibility in the availability of the funds in 
each funding stream depending on the projects being considered. 

That is a direct quote from the policy document, under the heading “The fund in action”. That is clearly not the 
path the government has chosen. I assume the government compared this concept of an actuarial board with the 
advisory group outlined in the bill. Certainly, the advisory group will fulfil different functions from those anticipated 
in this policy paper. Could the parliamentary secretary perhaps tell me why the government, with the benefit of 
advice, has chosen a different path from the one it envisaged when making this commitment at the election? 
Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: That is the kind of development that happens when moving from a concept to more 
of a functioning entity. There will not be an independent board to manage the investment of the money in the FHRI 
fund. Currently, the investment of Western Australia’s future fund capital is managed by the Western Australian 
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Treasury Corporation under a service agreement with the Department of Treasury. It is proposed that this approach 
will continue when the future fund is discontinued and the FHRI fund is established. Under the current WA future 
fund framework, the investment is overseen by the Public Sector Financial Management Committee, which consists 
of senior officers of Treasury and the Western Australian Treasury Corporation and is chaired by the Deputy Under 
Treasurer. The returns achieved by the WA Treasury Corporation since the inception of the future fund are in excess 
of the WA Treasury Corporation’s costs of funds, and also the fees charged by the WA Treasury Corporation to 
provide this service are below what would be expected by a private service provider, given the time required to 
administer the future fund as a whole. 
Hon MARTIN ALDRIDGE: I thank the parliamentary secretary; that is all useful information. I was probably 
looking more at the role of the actuarial board as proposed in the policy paper in terms of allocating funding to 
projects based on the results of the high-level competitive peer review process. The policy paper did not distinguish 
between the fund and the account, it just referred to the fund. I understand that Treasury will manage the fund and 
the low-risk investment of that capital, and then the account will be managed by the Department of Health under 
the direction of the Minister for Health. Perhaps another way of tackling this is this, parliamentary secretary: with 
the $20 million in baseline funding that the state expends each year on medical health research, how are those 
priorities determined by government, and who is the decision-maker who allocates funding to those priorities? 

Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: The first thing to say is that the fund will provide a longer term vision for research 
opportunities than the fluctuation of year-to-year budget cycles. That is the first really important difference. The 
other difference is that it will be against the priorities that have been established, which will reflect all those priorities 
determined and considered through the advisory group. I guess the difference is that there are set priorities, which 
are sector-wide, reflecting the sector, as distinct from the smaller health department scope. 

The other issue is that the priorities for money to be allocated from the account will be determined through wide 
consultation led by the advisory group. Another distinct, really important and major difference is that the recipients 
of the future health research and innovation account funds will be determined by a competitive peer review process. 
That is a significant cutting-edge difference in that it is peer reviewed and reflective of the sector. 

Hon MARTIN ALDRIDGE: I accept what the parliamentary secretary said about living budget cycle to budget 
cycle. It is probably not a great position to be in when wanting to make and manage some of those immediate and 
long-term investment decisions. Sometimes when governments come under financial pressure—this may well 
impact the Labor government in years to come, particularly given the circumstances that the world is facing at the 
moment and the economic conditions—as revenue starts to fall away and debt starts to rise, one of the things that 
happens, which I suspect is a strategy of Treasury, and I hope no Treasury officials are amongst us this evening — 

Hon Sue Ellery: They’re everywhere. 

Hon MARTIN ALDRIDGE: They are everywhere! Often ministers come under pressure to stockpile cash in 
accounts such as this. When they do that, it has the effect of offsetting debt or reducing the net debt position of the 
state because there is a surplus. We saw it more recently in the road trauma trust account when it grew and grew. 
Questions were being asked: are there not priorities to spend this money on? The cynic in me would suggest that 
the underpinning reason that account grew is not because of the want of good projects but because a broader strategy 
was in place across government to try to manage net debt. That may not be the case at the moment, but although 
it may not be subject to the fluctuations of budget cycles, it does not mean it is immune from Treasury or the 
Treasurer exerting some pressure over this account. 

Could the existing arrangement be characterised as a section of people in the Department of Health who look after 
clinical or medical research, manage all the projects and prepare a budget submission for the minister on how next 
year’s $20 million will be spent? Is it very much an internal process? The parliamentary secretary talks about the 
merits of going to the new system, with peer review and advisory groups providing advice if the minister asks for 
it, and all those other things, but as it stands today, by comparison, is it simply an internal government process 
whereby a budget submission is prepared by the department based on its view of the world and the minister agrees 
or disagrees, or amends and takes something to cabinet? 

Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: It probably would be correct to characterise it as that process. Sometimes there 
might be ad hoc consultation with the research community about priorities for funding, but it is a straightforward 
departmental process in which it goes to the minister, to the Expenditure Review Committee and to cabinet, with 
advice from Treasury. It is that straightforward process. The difference with the FHRI account is that it will be based 
on priorities and strategies that have been undertaken and developed in consultation with the research community. 

Hon MARTIN ALDRIDGE: I move to another area. The parliamentary secretary referred earlier—I do not know 
whether it was during Committee of the Whole or in her reply to the second reading debate—to the administrative 
costs being borne by the department. I am not talking about the fund because I understand that the fund is Treasury’s 
problem, and I am not worried about that. The account is under the control of the minister and his agency. What 
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are those administrative costs? If they include the costs of the advisory group, what portion of the total administrative 
costs relates to the functions of the advisory group? 

Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: The administrative and operational costs of the FHRI account will be met by the 
Department of Health and will not be drawn from the account. This includes Department of Health staff salaries; 
remuneration for voting members on the advisory group; the cost of conducting consultations for the development 
of the strategy and the priorities; and the cost of evaluations of the performance of programs and initiatives funded 
by the account. 

Hon MARTIN ALDRIDGE: Did the parliamentary secretary advise the value of that administration cost? Is it lumpy? 

Hon Alanna Clohesy: Do you want a dollar figure? 

Hon MARTIN ALDRIDGE: Yes. 

Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: There is no final budget yet because it still relies on public sector rates and the exact 
make-up of the advisory group et cetera. 

Hon MARTIN ALDRIDGE: I presume that the public sector advice on which the government is waiting relates 
to how much the advisory group members should be paid. Is there any guidance on what the costs are likely to be 
for the department in staffing requirements, consultation on the strategies and priorities and the evaluations of 
program initiatives? 

Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: It is too early to say, but it will be in line with best practice of the industry. 

Hon MARTIN ALDRIDGE: In the parliamentary secretary’s second reading reply, she talked about a study on 
return on investment. I wrote down that it is $3.12 for every dollar invested. I am not sure whether that is an 
accurate reflection of what she said. Can the parliamentary secretary confirm what the value was and the source 
of that information? 

Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: It is an economic dividend of $3.20 for every dollar invested in the research workforce. 
The research was conducted by Deloitte Access Economics and is contained in the Australian Society for Medical 
Research report, “Australia’s Health and Medical Research Workforce: Expert People Providing Expert Returns”. 
We will provide the honourable member with a copy of it tomorrow. 

Hon MARTIN ALDRIDGE: I want to get a greater understanding of a couple of matters that I raised during my 
second reading contribution. How do we benchmark ourselves as a state both nationally and internationally in medical 
research and innovation? How do we judge whether we are competitive? The policy behind the bill is to make sure 
that WA is an attractive place for researchers. In the short time that we have left, can the parliamentary secretary 
enlighten me on how we do that? 

Progress reported and leave granted to sit again, pursuant to standing orders. 
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